

Parable of the Sower
Did you ever wonder if there might be financial laws and formulas for the typical wage earner, church or small business? Did you ever wonder what the underlying principle was that turns struggling little people into financial success stories. The answer lies in one of the most popular teachings of Jesus. If you ever thought that producing long term financial success was too complicated, then listen to the "Parable of the Sower" that Jesus used to explain a law that explodes with potential and promise. It is as simple as putting a seed in the ground and is powerful enough to produce ever increasing financial success.

The Law of Multiple Growth - The Law of Self perpetuating, Ever Increasing Multiple Growth.

�	A principle
�	A law
�	A process

Through the earth we find examples of powerful laws at work. Some of these laws govern seasonal changes another is the law of gravity. Some of these powerful laws impact the movement and growth of finances. It is what I call the law of multiple increase. This law is used every day by multiples of people but few really understand it or properly apply it.

This law was instituted by God in the beginning of creation and is in full force today. 

Some of the individuals who benefit from the application of the law of multiple increase are financial institutions and agriculture.

Farmers are an outstanding example of individuals who profit from the application of "the law of multiple increase". Throughout the year farmers take a minute pieces of grain and scatter them into the ground. The resulting process creates and multiplies valuable crops that look nothing like the original tiny brown and shriveled grain.

 The thing to remember at this point is that money can be created and grown by using the same process. It is one of the most fascinating financial laws in the Bible. It is what men call investing. We will spend more time on this particular topic than any other. The reason is that it is essential part of making, moving and multiplying money.

Lets look at the origin of this dynamic principles

Genesis 1:11  And God said, Let the earth bring forth vegetation, with each plant yielding seed, and trees yielding fruit after its own kind, whose seed is in itself, upon the earth: and it was so. 

Genesis 1:12  And the earth brought forth vegetation, with each plant yielding seed to reproduce its own kind, and the tree yielding fruit, whose seed was in itself, to produce it kind: and God saw that it was good. 

Lets start with the last phrase first. God saw that it was good. A better translation would say God saw and realized this law was powerful and awesome. 

As we study the Bible we will find numerous references to this law of multiple increase. It is the foundation and essence of the divine plan. It is the foundation and essence of any financial venture.

Now lets look at the basic principle of this law. The power is all in the seed. It is a creative power and a multiplication power. The simplest example of this law at work is seen every year when we plant a garden. If we have a cucumber seed we can bring into being numerous long, round and green cucumbers. We won't get carrots because the law of multiple increase only allows a seed to create what ever it came from originally.

That means that if I have seed I have in my possession the potential to fill the whole earth with whatever that seed came from and only what that seed came from. Not only could I fill the earth with vegetables but at the same time I can use this law to fill my heart with love, my head with knowledge, my house with successful children and my store house with treasure.

There is often a negative result to people who don't understand the law of multiple increase, for example weeds, debt and sickness can all be attributed to planting the wrong seed and harvesting an unwanted crop.

One of the most important seeds we can acquire is the word of God. We are about to learn that every verse in the Bible is a seed and carries the ability to create and multiply tangible things. Knowledge, understanding, love, money and wisdom are just a few of the many things that can be created and grown by properly planting the Word of God

Jesus spent much time teaching on "the law of multiple growth" because of its importance. 

The section deals with the connection between the law of multiple growth and the human attitude and mind.

It is a study of "the parable of the sower" that Jesus often taught. It is a revelation of a law and process that every successful individual in the earth has or is applying.

The key to prosperity is in knowing how to get rich. The key to eternity is in getting rich. The goal of the Bible plan of salvation is attained by most in accepting the gospel to the poor because getting out of poverty by following the Bible financial plan requires the prosperity and laying wealth up in our soul. In order to do that we must learn how to get rich. The principles, the process, the formulas and the laws that produce divine love and wisdom will also produce great financial success and visa versa.

We are about to cover a study of how to get rich. Getting rich starts with a seed. The Word of God is a seed. The mind is the ground. The ground must be properly prepared and taken care of during the wealth producing process. We will also learn that the Word of God is a cultivator, the water, and the nourishment. There will be the heat of adversity and the temptations to do other things than the work of multiplying.

The Bible is filled with references to and illustrations of a law that is in affect throughout creation. This law is the most important law a person can understand simply because it has a dramatic affect on not only our life in this earth but also on our eternity.

The law is what I call the law of multiple growth. In other words it is also a formula for multiplying valuables. It is also important because if not understood it will multiply failures and problems. It is founded on the fact that a huge variety of things in the earth and in the divine realm are seeds and when planted will multiply back to us whatever we sow. The seed might be corn, or money, or faith or condemnation but they all produce a crop in multiples.

The parable of the sower contains the mystery of acquiring wealth. It is a teaching on how and why people succeed or fail. It is one of the most important principle a person can understand.

The primary topic is investing. It begins with a person doing something to create and multiply valuables. It is a revelation on the power and potential of a seed. It is also a detailed teaching on how easy it is to fail and what causes failure. We will find that attitude, spirit beings and circumstances will all conspire to stop opportunity from being grasped and to destroy the desired results.

The Seed and the Sower

About this parable. A parable is an entertaining riddle revealing a spiritual truth to those who take the time to figure it out. This parable at the time it was used was an illustration of the law of multiple growth. It outlines the potential as well as the dangers and risks of the multiplying process unleashed by this law of multiple growth.

The parable itself along with the explanation is revealed in three different books of the New Testament. These books are Matthew, Mark and Luke. Each book contains different information and facts from the others therefore all three versions must be viewed.

Mark 4:1 And he began again to teach by the sea side: and there was gathered unto him a great multitude, so that he entered into a ship, and sat in the sea; and the whole multitude was by the sea on the land. 
Mark 4:2 And he taught them many things by parables, and said unto them in his doctrine, 


It is a story of an individual that was motivated to do the work of growing and increasing his valuables. The law of multiple growth is most easily seen through a gardening process but it is really an illustration of how the human mind can affect the outcome. In the parable of the sower we will learn how important attitude is. 

In this illustration the field, the growing place, was properly plowed and raked and furrowed It was ready for the investing process which is the process that multiplies back into the sowers possession multiples of whatever the seed came from.

It is important to remember that this study is about how the Bible financial system works. Therefore it is not only about money but more about the process of producing tangible results from Bible verses which are seed. In other words growing rich in Bible fruit is the first step in creating gold and silver from planting Bible verses on faith, gold and financial success.

Mark 4:3 Hearken; Behold, there went out a sower to sow: 

Corn is a seed, money is a seed, Bible verses are seed.
Why does a person throw good eating corn into the ground? Why would anyone put their hard earned money into someone else's project? The answer is to make it multiply and come back to him in multiples.


The Risk

In any investment opportunity there is always the threat that something could go wrong and loss would come instead of profit. The Parable of the Sower is a teaching on how people are their own worse enemy as well as why some always profit.

The Thief Comes and Steals Because of a Wrong Attitude

Mark 4:4 And it came to pass, as he sowed, some fell by the way side, and the fowls of the air came and devoured it up. 
Mark 4:15 And these are they by the way side, where the word is sown; but when they have heard, Satan cometh immediately, and taketh away the word that was sown in their hearts. 

In this illustration it is important to know that it is a teaching about attitudes and values. In this case the field has a furrow waiting for the seed. After the seed is planted it will be protected by someone making and doing the proper and prosperous thing. The valuable wealth producing seed will be cover to protect the investment. 

In between each furrow is a walk path. As the sower sowed his seed some fell on the path instead of in the furrow. He had a decision to make, he could either stop and pick up the valuable see and put it in the furrow or he could ignore it. 

This is a financial truth, a person will never prosper in the word of God or in finances until he develops the right attitude concerning the value of the seed.

Lets take a test, lets learn a powerful financial truth. Reach in your pocket and take out the smallest denomination coin you have. What do you see, some see a penny or a nickle, those wise in the laws of multiple growth will see a valuable seed. Why? Because coins are seeds, a seed multiplies back to the sower in multiples what ever the seed came from. A penny comes from money and is a seed, in other words one cent contains within itself the power and potential to fill the owners treasury with great wealth.

Now lets learn something about attitude, what if you dropped that one penny on the street, what would you do? Most of us would walk right on it and let it go because our attitude was that it was of no real value but that is a lie. The truth is it will never bring forth or produce its potential wealth because it held no value to its owner. His attitude was wrong.

Notice that Satan comes immediately to steal. Men and spiritual forces are always seeking to steal. Our attitude opens the door to the thief because complacency serves up our valuables. Information and facts from the word of God can be stolen right out of the mind by Satan if a person does not value the teachings on wealth creation.

Complacent Attitude - They Treat Opportunity with Distain

Luke 8:5 A sower went out to sow his seed: and as he sowed, some fell by the way side; and it was trodden down, and the fowls of the air devoured it. 

The key phrase in this verse is trodden down. In other words the teaching or seed words that will produce wealth producing knowledge in the mind was counted as unimportant even distained to be walked on. 

The next part of the equation is that the seed was of tremendous value to others. The birds of the air made a great effort to get the seed. The moral of the story is that one thought it was of no value but it was a question of attitude not truth. In other words when a person has a complacency and ignorance concerning wealth producing opportunities he will have the opportunity stolen and he will never prosper.

Seeds may be small and insignificant to look at but its only wealth hidden in a mystery to the willfully ignorant.

The Trials and Risk of Producing Wealth

In this illustration there is an example of how a frivolous attitude will disrupt and destroy the wealth producing process. 

Mark 4:5 And some fell on stony ground, where it had not much earth; and immediately it sprang up, because it had no depth of earth: 
Mark 4:6 But when the sun was up, it was scorched; and because it had no root, it withered away. 
Mark 4:16 And these are they likewise which are sown on stony ground; who, when they have heard the word, immediately receive it with gladness; 
Mark 4:17 And have no root in themselves, and so endure but for a time: afterward, when affliction or persecution ariseth for the word's sake, immediately they are offended. 


Remember this parable speaks of a field of dirt but the real important fact is that it is a parable about our mind and attitude.

In this situation the seed fell onto a hard stone and was only covered by a thin film of earth. It was the first seed to produce a shoot because it did not have to push up through a thick layer of soil. Another fact is revealed quick success can be destructive.

This part of the parable illustrates those who see the potential and value in the investing process but are not willing to pay the price of success. This verse speaks of putting a root down. The root is essential to the operation because the plant will need water and nourishment. Throughout the Bible water and nourishment represent teaching, education and power to withstand opposition and adversity. In other words the formula for multiple growth contains education and power. We get that education and power by putting our roots down into the facts outlined in the Bible. This is an important aspect because part of the wealth producing process includes heat which can be a killer to the unwary and unlearned.

All growth in the plant world requires sunlight and heat. These two elements are part of the growth process but the also represent risk. Risk is a wealth producing attribute to the wise and learned but will quickly destroy those who are only surface get rich quick investors.  

The Dangers of Distraction

Mark 4:7 And some fell among thorns, and the thorns grew up, and choked it, and it yielded no fruit. 
Mark 4:18 And these are they which are sown among thorns; such as hear the word, 
Mark 4:19 And the cares of this world, and the deceitfulness of riches, and the lusts of other things entering in, choke the word, and it becometh unfruitful. 

All investing will be meet with opportunities to either do other things with our seed or to do something else besides planting, watering, feeding and cultivating. The world is filled with temptations from those who want our money as well as will move in to take over our investments. 

Remember we are talking about to things all through this parable, the principle of growing in multiples as well as the connection between our mind and the word of God which is a seed and the beginning of spiritual and financial prosperity. 

The previous verses are proclaiming what can happen to the unwary and disobedient. Notice the term "deceitfulness of riches". Not all, but some, financial success cases can deceive the unwary into thinking they are on the right track. In truth they have fallen into a spiritual trap, they have let the possession of money cloud the more important issues of acquiring the spiritual power, wisdom and faith that control not only money but life itself.

The mind is a delicate and easily influenced part of the human makeup. Concerns with worldly things, lust and desires for other things can enter the mind and take over. The end result is that the fruit of success is on the brink of harvest yet never ripens and is left forsaken on the vine. A mind filled with dangerous imaginations, false ideas and wrong motives is a poor growing place. 

Mark 4:8 And other fell on good ground, and did yield fruit that sprang up and increased; and brought forth, some thirty, and some sixty, and some an hundred. 
Mark 4:20 And these are they which are sown on good ground; such as hear the word, and receive it, and bring forth fruit, some thirtyfold, some sixty, and some an hundred. 

Take Heed

Mark 4:9 And he said unto them, He that hath ears to hear, let him hear. 
Mark 4:24 And he said unto them, Take heed what ye hear: with what measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you: and unto you that hear shall more be given. 
some sixty, some thirty. 



